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Under the assumption of a vanishing magnetic field (curl A = 0), a trans- 
formation of variables is exhibited which uncouples the Maxwell-Dirac 
equations. It is then shown that the Cauchy problem in two space dimensions 
has a unique solution for C” data with compact support. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the problem of finding global solutions to the Cauchy problem for 
the (classical) coupled Maxwell-Dirac equations 
(-iyua, + M)YJ = gA,y,Y w, g > 0) (1.1) 
-uA, = gY+!P ( q =d-$) 
-0-4, = g’y+yoy?P (1 < I2 < n) U.2) 
Here n denotes the spatial dimension, Y is the Dirac spinor field (i.e., Y is a 
function on space-time into spin space), and the -4,‘s are the (real) 
electromagnetic potentials. The yp’s are operators on spin space satisfying 
the usual anticommutation relations]- and 
Y+Y = i, !PkYk = f 1 Y, 12. 
k=l k=l 
* Supported by NSF Grant GP 37630. 
1yflyy+y”y’=2gJ‘” where g”“=l, yk= -1 for 1 <k<n, gfi”=O for 
p # Y. In addition, we have the symmetry relations y’J* = y”, yk* = -yk (1 < k < n), 
and yI1 = gpry”. 
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The solution of this problem in one dimension has been obtained by one of 
the authors in [2], and its asymptotic behavior was examined in [3]. General 
conditions for the existence of global solutions to these equations in higher 
dimensions are unknown (the local problem has been treated by Gross [7]). 
The purpose of this article is twofold. We show in Section 2 that the 
Maxwell-Dirac equations can be uncoupled under the assumption of a 
vanishing magnetic field. Specifically, we assume that 
H = curl A = 0 
where A = (A, , A, , $) (when 12 = 3). We perform a gauge-transforma- 
tion; that is, a change of variables of the form 
where v = T(X, t) is an appropriately chosen real scalar function. The 
resulting nonlinearity in the spinor equation is of the form 
where v(#) is the Newtonian potential of the charge density #+#, and the 
equations for the A,‘s are invariant. This procedure is independent of the 
spatial dimension, but sufficient conditions on the Cauchy data to guarantee 
the vanishing of H are unknown at present. 
In Section 3, we shall formulate the Maxwell-Dirac equations when n = 2. 
In this case, the spinor has two components and the yk’s are essentially the 
Pauli matrices. We shall prove that, given CX Cauchy data of compact sup- 
port, these two-dimensional equations have unique global solutions in 
H2( W) (i.e., they have second derivatives lying in L2(Rp)) provided 
curl A = 0. 
The uncoupled equations presented in Section 2 seem to provide an 
excellent model for the unrestricted Maxwell-Dirac equations, (1 .l) and 
(1.2). This is evidence by our inability at the present time to establish global 
existence for the corresponding curl-zero version when 71 = 3. Although the 
equations uncouple, the problem of finding a bound for 11 VY(u(t)jlLs remains 
essentially the same as for the full equations, (1.1) and (1.2). This difficulty 
has prompted the authors to investigate similar nonrelativistic versions of 
equations with “potential” nonlinearities such as the time-dependent Hartree 
equations 
and 
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Global existence theorems for these equations have been obtained by the 
authors and will appear elsewhere (cf. [5]). 
We shall employ the usual notation for L*( IV)-norms: 
11 u /Im = ess sup 1 u(X)] . 
2 
The space H”( R”) is the Sobolev space of functions with derivatives of order 
<m lying in Ls(llP) w,ith the norm 
When (1.1) and (1.2) are written as a system, the desired solutions are pairs 
lying in certain of the spaces H” @ (H” @ Hm-l) for each t. Ordinary 
spatial convolution will be denoted by *: 
fog = s, f(y)g(x -?I) dY. n 
2. THE CASE OF ZERO MAGNETIC FIELD 
We prefer to write Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) in a slightly different form. Left- 
multiplying (1.1) by +s and using (YO)~ = I, we obtain 
‘u, = C akYx, + M/W + igA,Y + ig c Ap,Y 
k k 
-r-JA, = gY+Y (2.1) 
--aAk = -gY+cu,!P (k = I,2 or k = 1,2,3) 
(2.2) 
where elk = -y”yk, fi = -iy”. 
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Consider the effect of a change of variables of the form 
where v = V(X, t) is a real scalar-valued function to be chosen later. A direct 
calculation gives 
#t = 1 ak?hk + fifp# + ig ‘vt - c %!pk 4 
k ( k 
+ eigm Yt - c akyzck - Mfiy * 
k > 
Substituting from (2.1) in the last term we obtain 
Now suppose that no magnetic field is present, i.e., H = curl A = 0. Then, 
taking n = 3 for definiteness, we know that there exists a function @ such 
that A = V@. We choose Q, = 9, so that the above equation becomes 
Now from the gauge-invariance we get 
Hence, 
where r = 1 x 1 . Then using the first of Eqs. (2.2), we find 
1 
Ft = G 
*a2A, 1 
at2 = - 4rrr 
* 44, + m-c?- 4nr *IW 
1 
=A 4nr *r-l,+ 4m ( 1 L*lW 
= 4 * 4, + -& * 1 Q 12. 
Thus, vt + A, = (g/(br))* 1 # I2 and the equation for + becomes, 
4t = T wib, + fW4 + ig24 
(2.3) 
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Notice also that since ‘p is a real scalar function, we have 
Y+Y = *+* and ?P+c# = *+Lqb 
so that the equations for the Ak’s are invariant. Of course, when n = 2, we 
will have 
Since Eq. (2.3) is independent of the AL’s, it will suffice to solve it, and then 
treat Eqs. (2.2) as nonhomogeneous wave equations. In summary, the “curl 
zero” forms of (1.1) and (1.2) are 
$4 = ; “hA, + WV + k”4 (2.3) 
- 0~4, = &‘A -nOA, = -g$+ak# (2.4) 
where 
v=&*,#,2 if n=3 
=&log~*~$~2 if 71 = 2. 
We remark that it is impossible to obtain the linear Dirac equation for 4 for 
non-trivial solutions. It is easily seen that simultaneous satisfaction of the 
equations 
qJt + 4 = 0, q&T, - 4 = 0 (k = 1,2, 3) 
implies g*+* = 0. 
3. FORMULATION OF THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL PROBLEM AND ITS SOLUTION 
When n = 2, the Maxwell-Dirac equations retain the same form as (1.1) 
and (1.2). In this case, the spinor Y has two components 
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and the y’s are 2 x 2 matrices satisfying the anticommutation and symmetry 
relations. Specifically, consider the Pauli matrices 
0 1 
q=I 0' ! 1 u2 = ‘0 --j ( 1 i 0 ’ u3 = (A -i) . 
We may take y” = o3 , yr = ial , y” = iu, . It is easily verified that these 
choices satisfy the requisite conditions imposed above. These particular 
choices lead to 
for Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2). However, the results obtained below are independent 
of the particular representation chosen. 
Let us now consider the existence of global solutions to (2.1) and (2.2) for 
n = 2 under the condition curl A = 0. Throughout this section we shall 
assume that the Cauchy data 
and Y(x, 0) = Y,(s) lie in Caa(R2). The integrated forms of (2.1) and (2.2) 
are 
y(t) = ~(o)(t) + ig Lf ~(t - 7) * b,(T) ‘Y(T) + i 4r) MY] dT (3.1) 
k=l 
i&(t) = At’(t) - g It M(t - T) * Y+cY~Y(T) dT. (3.2) 
0 
(K = 0, 1,2; % = --I). Here D(a) and M(*) are the Dirac and Maxwell 
propagators, and Y(a)(t), AL’)(t) are the free solutions with the same Cauchy 
data as Y and the Ak’s. 
LEMMA 1. Equations (3.1) and (3.2) haoe unique local solutions in 
Hnl @ (Hm @ Hm-l) for all m 3 2, and thus are Cm on their interval of 
existence. 
Proof. The existence result follows immediately from Segal’s theorem 
[8] because the Lipschitz character of the nonlinearities above on 
Hm @ (Hm 0 Hm-l) is a consequence of the Sobolev inequalities when n = 2 
and [3, Lemma 2.21. We omit the details of the argument since they are 
contained essentially in [3]; see also [2]. 
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Now consider the global problem. In view of Segal’s theorem [8] we need 
to show that the norms 
II WI,2 and 
remain finite at each t. In order to do this, we make the change of variables as 
in Section 2 and examine Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4). From the well-known charge 
conservation 
II W>ll* = II WON2 
(see [2]) we also have 
II #(t>ll2 = II wul, * 
LEMMA 2. Let z,G be a solution of (2.3). Then 
Proof. Differentiating (2.3) we get 
hi = C 4zklj + WVzj + ig2zj+,$ + ig2qhi 
k 
so that 
We take the conjugate transpose of this and add the result to the above 
equation. Since c+* = 01~) /P = +I we obtain 
An integration over R2 then gives the result. 
LEMMA 3. Let 4(x, t) be a solution of (2.3) with 4(x, 0) = I&(X) E C,m(rW2). 
Then there exists a locally bounded function RI(.) such that 
II $(t)ll$ < II WW~ exp (Jot R,(Q dt) for au t 2 0. 
Proof. We know that /I t,b(t)l12 = II #,, l12. To obtain a bound on II V#(t)ll, 
we employ Lemma 2: 
2 II V#(t)lli < com. 1 I VW I VW I #(t)l dx (3.3) 
-109/53/3-3 
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Now #(x, t) has compact support in x for each fixed t. Thus, we may employ 
the Sobolev inequality (cf. [l, p. 220, part b] with q1 = co, h = 1, 1z = 2, 
q = 2) to estimate I/ Vv(t)iloo: 
11 Va(t)iim = const. I( +- * i 9 I2 /lx < cow. R(t) II I 4 I”(fh 
where R(t) is a locally bounded function depending on the support of #(x, t). 
By the ordinary Sobolev inequality for n = 2, 
II I * I2 (01, d const. /I Y $ 1”)111 < const. II ~(Olz II ~~Yt)h 
d const. II ~#(W . 
Thus, 11 Vv(t)~jz < const. R(t) 11 V#(t)liz . Keturning to (3.3), we then find 
2 < const. II WW II %V4/3 II W)llr 
,< const. R(t) j/ V+(t)\/: 
= R,(t) j: rl)(t)ll; . 
By Gronwall’s inequality, 
II W(t)llf < II ~~(O)l!~ exp (Jl W3 G) 
which proves the result. 
We remark that it is precisely the special convolution form of z, which 
allows us to estimate jl V~$t)jl~ in term of II V#(t)&, . This is not possible for the 
unrestricted versions (2. I), (2.2) even with n = 2. Moreover, when n = 3 
the Sobolev inequality 
(cf. [6], p. 446) gives 
)I TV /Is = const. 
II v (& * I * I21 II m 
< const. II V#(t)lli; 
this estimate is clearly not strong enough and precludes our applying 
Gronwall’s inequality as above. Thus, when n = 3, a bound on 11 V#(t)l12 for a 
solution zj of (2.3) remains unknown. 
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LEMMA 4. Let zj be as above and let the A, (k = 0, 1, 2) be solutions 
of (3.2) (or (2.4)). Then the norms 
are finite for each t > 0. 
Proof. For the moment let us set 
II Ali(t) = I/ $ (4 (r + II --,(t)ll; . 2 
From (3.2) we have 
ilk(t) = A?‘(t) -g $’ M(t - T) c #+~&t) dr. 
0 
It is well known that 
II wt - d*w)lle = II Wh 
(cf. [9]). Hence, 
II &(t>ll, d II &‘%I, + g /‘I/ ~+wb)ll, d7 
0 
< con&. ‘1 + ( Jot II ~‘~(4~ d7) - 
The Sobolev inequality gives 
II #+#(42 G cm. II Y#V> (411 
< const. II W4 II #(dh 
< const. /I C#(~)ll, .
Therefore, II Ak(~)ll, is an exponentially bounded function of t. To obtain a 
bound on II Ak(t)l12 we multiply any of equations (2.4) by A, and integrate to 
get 
+ $ II AMI; = 1 [ ($$ (tf - j VA,(t)l” - gA,&#(t)] dx. 
By the above argument, II Ak(t)ll, ’ is exponentially bounded. Furthermore we 
have 
II &Pw&)ll~ < const. II Ak(t)l16 II W)lls II WI2 
< cone II V&(t)l12 IIW)ll?2 II Wt)llil”. 
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Two integrations then show that 11 Ak(t)lIa . is ex p onentially bounded, and this 
proves the lemma. We have now proved 
THEOREM 1. Let 
be a solution of the system (2.3), (2.4) with n = 2 
compact support. Then the norms 
and Cm Cauchy data with 
are $nite at each t > 0. 
It remains for us to show that the norm [lVY(t)l12 of the original solution 
remains finite, and that appropriate P-bounds can be found. 
LEMMA 5. Under the above conditions, 11 Y(t)llH1 is jinite at each t > 0. 
Proof. We need only consider I/ VY(t)lj2 . By definition we have 
y = e-ivm* 
where qr = A, , h = 1,2. Thus, 
II ‘~u(th < con@ ~wXt)l12 + II ~#(t)h) 
< const.(ll 4t) W)llz + II WW 
< const.(ll -%(th II Wh + II WWlz) 
d const.(ll ~&(th II (cr(t)ll: 2 II ~W)lli” + II ~#(t)l12). 
All of these quantities are appropriately bounded by the results of Lemmas 3 
and 4. 
Finally, we show that the second derivatives can be estimated in L2(R*): 
LEMMA 6. Under the above conditions, the norms [I #(t)llHZ , [I Ak(t)llH2 ,
and II Y(t)ljHP areJjnite at each t > 0. 
Proof. We formally apply the d operator to (2.3) to get 
44 = C 4,b, + M&W + ;g2A(4) 
= i c+A#,,, + &‘/3A+ + i’“(Av$ + 2Vv . VyG + vA$). 
I; 
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This calculation is justified by a limiting procedure since du exists. Left 
multiplication by d$+ then yields 
AI,L+A& = c A~,h+ci,A~,~ + ibZA~+jlA~ + $AvAt,G+# 
k 
+ 2ig”A#+Cv . V# + ig”v 1 A# I*. 
We take the conjugate transpose of this and add the result to the above 
equation; this gives 
$ I 4 I2 = $6 W+GW) + k2Av(4+~ - $+A44 
+ 2ig2(AY+Vv . ‘T$ - TV . V#+Aa,b). 
An integration produces 
$11 A$(t)l/i = 2gg? Im I t,btA#Av dx + 4g2 Im 1 VW . Vt,h’At,b dx. 
Now Av = const. I$ I2 so that 
II #+(t) A+(t) Av(t)h d cone II I WI3 AW)lIl 
d const. II #(t)lli II4Wh 
B const.(ll $(Oli + II A#(t)lIi). 
Now 11 #(t)ll, is exponentially bounded by the Sobolev inequality and 
Lemma 3. Moreover, we have 
II ‘W) . ‘W+(t) 4(t)ll, < II ‘VWm II WN II 4Wl, 
< cona. W II %Wli II 4Wh 
by the proof of Lemma 3. Splitting this as above we obtain 
II VW(~) * W+(t) W)ll, < const.(R2(t) II Wt>lli + II 4Wli). 
Now Gronwall’s inequality can be applied and yields the finiteness of 
(I A#(t)ll, , and hence, also II $(t)llHs, for all t >, 0. 
Again using (3.2) we find 
< const. (1 + s,’ II Pllr(~)lh dT) 
< const. 1 + ( 5,’ II $(dl-o 11 v#(dl, d’) . 
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Now I/ #(T)& < const. 11 #(T)II~P by the Sobolev inequality. It follows that 
l/(a/&,) Ak(t)i\e is appropriately bounded for k = 0, I, 2 and j = 1, 2. Thus, 
11 Ak(t)ljHl is finite at each t > 0. 
Finally, to obtain L2-bounds on the second derivatives of Y, we revert to 
its definition and find 
dY = d(e-‘gm) z/i + 2’C(&Q) *V# + @‘aA+. 
Now II e-ig@4(t)l12 = II 4Wl2 is finite by the above argument. Also 
Ve-Qa = -igVple-igm so that 
11 V(e&Om) . V#(t)ji2 < const. 11 VT(~) . V#(t)l), 
< cord II h(t) ~#(t)l12 
< const. II -%(t)lL II Y(t)li2 
< amt. II Ak(t)llH2 II #(t)ll,~ . 
For the first term, 
= ige-ige 
Hence 
11 A(e+c) #(t)j12 < const. 
(II 2 (t> w /I2 + !I A,“(t) m2) 
< c0nst.U $(t)lL (II 4(~)ll, + II &2@l12N 
< const. II ~(OIHz (II A-Jt>ll, + II a,(t) ~A,(t)lI,) 
< const. II WIHp (II “&t)ll, + II -4,(t)ll~d. 
All of the above quantities are finite at each t > 0. This concludes the proof 
of the lemma. 
Putting all of the above results together, we can state 
THEOREM 2. Let n = 2. If curl A = 0 and the Cauchy data 
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is Ca with compact support, then the (intgrated form of the) coupled Maxwell- 
Dirac equations (2.1), (2.2) h awe a unique global solution in H* @ (H* @ Hl). 
This higher-dimensional existence result complements that obtained by 
the authors in [4] for the coupled Klein-Gordon-Dirac equations. We con- 
jecture that a similar uncoupling is possible for those equations where the 
new nonlinearity v = v(4) should take the form of the Yukawa potential 
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